2024 Partners In Prevention Product Catalog
Partners In Prevention

We are thrilled to have you join us in:

- Increasing awareness
- Prevention education
- Promoting early detection
- Saving lives

This Partners in Prevention Product Catalog is designed to assist you in assessing which IMPACT Melanoma Programs and elements will meet your goals and budget as we partner together.

We customize the elements to maximize your reach and IMPACT.
Practice Safe Skin is the anchor program of all levels of our Partners In Prevention Programs.

Awareness, education, and access to free sunscreen is included in our comprehensive sunscreen dispenser program. Community partners such as parks & recreation along with corporate sponsors can reach large audiences at beaches, parks, and in urban areas. Practice Safe Skin can be further extended to outdoor workers with prevention education programs.
Sunsceen Dispensers

Three options for displays
- Large 21" round
- Small
- Neoprene sleeve for foot pedal dispenser

All Natural SPF 30 or Sport Sunscreen SPF 30
- Water resistant
- Reef friendly
- Broad spectrum UVA/UVB protection

impactmelanoma.org
The Power of Protective Clothing

Our customized Partners in Prevention programs include the availability of protective clothing; another important element in safe skin practices. UPF protective clothing is an ideal element to incorporate into a customized program to promote your brand.
Unisex UPF50+ Dune Hoodie

Samples will be mailed for sizing

4 Levels of UVA/UVB Coverage
Branded outdoor protective clothing

Contact us to discuss other apparel ideas as this is not an exhaustive list of what is possible.
Navagio Sun Sleeves UPF 50+

Samples will be mailed for sizing

1. BASIC
2. MODERATE
3. HIGH
4. FULL

4 Levels of UVA/UVB Coverage

Coolibar®
Sun Protection You Wear®

Contact us to discuss other apparel ideas as this is not an exhaustive list of what is possible.
Stevie Ultra Sun Hats UPF 50+

One Size

1. BASIC
2. MODERATE
3. HIGH
4. FULL

4 Levels of UVA/UVB Coverage

Contact us to discuss other apparel ideas as this is not an exhaustive list of what is possible.
Unisex UPF50+ Bosun Crew Neck Short Sleeve Tee

Samples will be mailed for sizing

BASIC  MODERATE  HIGH  FULL

4 Levels of UVA/UVB Coverage

Contact us to discuss other apparel ideas as this is not an exhaustive list of what is possible.
UPF50+ Contractor Long Sleeve Tee

Contact us to discuss other apparel ideas as this is not an exhaustive list of what is possible.

Samples will be mailed for sizing

4 Levels of UVA/UVB Coverage

Coolibar®
Sun Protection You Wear®
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Our prevention education program to increase awareness and educate caregivers and new parents about the importance of protecting sensitive infant skin from the sun.
No Sun For Babies yellow cinch bags

2 color imprint

Includes:
- No Sun for Babies brochure
- Ounce of Prevention brochure
- Mole Card
- Lip balm
- UV bracelet packet - UV bracelets change to purple when dangerous UV rays detected.
Baby Batibou Sun Blankets UPF 50+

One Size

- UPF 50+
- ZnO™ fabric: Super soft against the skin, lightweight, cool and comfortable with the highest quality zinc oxide protection
Shade is important to our health and can protect us from cancer-causing UV rays. IMPACT Shade offers corporate sponsors and community leaders the opportunity to provide portable shade in communities, particularly in urban areas. As part of IMPACT Shade, we seek to partner with architects, urban planners, and community leaders to incorporate shade into urban development projects.
IMPACT Shade

Portable Shade

EZ Up Tents: 10' x 10'

Shade Umbrellas: 7'

Zinnia Shade Tents
- Includes: (1) 10’ x 10’ fabric canopy, (2) 54” collapsible aluminum poles, (4) 12” plastic pegs.
- Dimensions: Pitched sun shade occupies ten square feet of space. Collapsed shoulder bag measures 22” x 6” x 6”.
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Camp Kits

- Coloring pages
- UV Beads - make your own bracelet
- IMPACT UV Bracelet
- Wikki stix
- SPF lip balm
Additional Ways to increase Awareness and Make an IMPACT

- Bus Wraps
- Frisbees
- Beach Balls
- UV Bracelets
- Lip Balms
- Educational Materials

Custom bus wraps can be designed and produced to maximize awareness of safe skin practices including use of sunscreen.

Frisbees and UV bracelets change to purple when dangerous UV rays detected.
Next Steps

To discuss and finalize your program:
Laurie Seavey
Event & Program Manager
LSEAVEY@IMPACTMELANOMA.ORG
(603) 674-8156

To reorder:
Melissa Huette
Project Manager
MHUETTE@IMPACTMELANOMA.ORG
603-534-0886